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Introduction: Terrestrial ages of Antarctic meteorites pro-

vide a useful tool, in combination with detailed locations and pe-
trology for identifying paired meteorites [1] We report on the 
petrology and terrestrial age of MAC 02454, one of several large 
L4 chondrite breccias found in close proximity to the MAC 
87302 L4 regolith breccia [2] and possibly paired to others of 
similar composition and texture.  We discuss implications for  
future study and pairing of Antarctic meteorites. 

Petrology:  MAC 02454 (1762 g) was selected as a possible 
paired sample with MAC 87302 on the basis of cognate xenoliths 
observed from the exterior surface.   

Matrix. The matrix of MAC 02454 exhibits the typical light-
dark coloration associated with regolith breccias.  Chondrules 
exhibit distinct outlines, with microcrystalline mesostasis.  Oli-
vine compositions peak at Fa23-24, with values to Fa10.   

Clasts. Light clasts occupy >10% of the sample, generally 
exceed 1cm in maximum dimension and have textures typical of 
a type 5 chondrite.  Shock darkened clasts, which occupy <10% 
of the sample and approach 1cm in maximum dimension, exhibit 
a fine-network of metal and sulfide injected in and around sili-
cates.  Melt clasts are small, ~0.5cm, dark, fine grained and vir-
tually devoid of metal and sulfide. Small equant olivines (Fa12-25) 
exhibit both normal and reverse zonation and relict grains. 

 Terrestrial Age:  The terrestrial age was determined using 
36Cl  (half-life = 3.01x105 yr.)[3] The 36Cl concentration for 
MAC 02454 is 24.8 +/- 1.6 dpm/kg, compares favorably with 
36Cl 23.0±0.8 dpm/kg reported for MAC 87302.  These concen-
trations indicate young terrestrial ages <31-39 kyr respectively.  
Other MacAlpine Hills L4 samples that have terrestrial ages be-
tween 30-50 kyr include MAC 02601, 02918 and 87305 [4-5]. 

Discussion: MAC 02454 is likely paired with MAC 87302 
based on composition, texture and terrestrial age, despite the 
poorly known find location of 87302.   Of particular note, brecci-
ated MAC samples in excess of 1 kg exhibit remarkably similar 
populations of clast types and sizes.     Age dating of 14 meteor-
ites from MacAlpine Hills shows a range of terrestrial ages from 
<27 kyr to 230±60 kyr.   All of the L4’s discussed here exhibit 
relatively young age (typically <50 kyr).  This apparent cluster-
ing of young ages, combined with the petrologic similarity, 
strongly supports pairing.   While such pairing is apparent in 
these kg+ masses, the vast majority of meteorites collected in the 
MacAlpine Hills have masses less than 10 g.   This makes them 
unsuitable for terrestrial age determinations and likely unrepre-
sentative if they sample this complex breccia.   It seems likely 
that a large number of meteorites sampled from MacAlpine Hills 
are a young pairing group, although random sampling of this re-
golith breccia may result in individual, small meteorites exhibit-
ing an apparently wide range of petrologic types and shock histo-
ries.  
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